
Getting started with SQLfast

Expert Level
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Objective
This tutorial shows how to use the SQLfast environment in order to get familiar with
the SQLfast environment, notably to write and execute SQLfast scripts. It also
describes some advanced functions of the SQLfast interface.

SQLfast offers two interfaces depending on the objective and expertise of the
user:

– Basic Level - Learning and using databases and SQL 
– Expert Level - Learning and using the SQLfast language

It is recommended to practice them in this order. 

This document is devoted to the use of SQLfast environment at the Expert level. It
is a conversion of integrated guide available through the Help menu of the main
window: Help > Getting started.
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Main differences with the Basic Level
While the Basic Level interface, which is devoted to the familiarization of database
concepts and to learning and using SQL, offers a limited set of simple functions, the
Expert level interface allows an extended access to the functions of the SQLfast
engine. In particular, it makes it easy to develop and to execute SQLfast scripts.

As compared with the Basic Level, the Expert Level includes the following facili-
ties:

– Menus offering a large set of functions
– Script management
– Three script execution modes
– Access to all the functions of the SQLfast language
– Full control of transactions
– Schema and Data windows independent of the databases opened by the scripts 

As a counterpart, some facilities and features of the Basic Level have not been
included in the Expert Level:

– Buttons for DB manipulation (Create DB, Open DB, Restore DB, Close DB)
are replaced by SQLfast statements or by functions of the Database menu.

– The concept of current database does not exist anymore. Any script can open
and close databases.
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Warning
Since SQLfast languages and environments are in constant evolution, parts of some
descriptions and documents may concern features and functions of former versions.
They will be updated as soon as possible.

The version of SQLfast environment this tutorial is about is compiled for
Windows. It can also be run on Linux platform under Wine. In this case, some modi-
fications of initialization file "SQLfast.ini" may be useful, such as some default
paths and character coding (for example, 'UTF-8' instead of standard Windows
'cp1252'). The underlying RDBMS is SQLite 3.

It is recommended to check the SQLfast web page on a regular basis to download
the last versions of the software and of its documentation.

Any consequences resulting of any usage of the tools, languages and/or docu-
ments regarding SQLfast are the sole responsibility of the user. By using these
products you acknowledge that authors and Université de Namur cannot be
held liable for the damaging results of your usage.

Contact: jean-luc.hainaut@unamur.be
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1. Installation

SQLfast has been installed following the instructions of document
SQLfast_Installation.pdf, available on the download web page. Figure 1 shows the
contents of folder SQLfast installed at the root of disk D:. It contains a collection of
folders and files, some of them being of particular interest for now:

– SQLfast.exe: SQLfast executable. To make its use easier, it is recommended to
create a shortcut, for instance on the desktop.

Figure 1 - Contents of the SQLfast folder. This screen was shot on a French machine, 
where "Dossier" means "Folder" and "Fichier" means "File".

– Databases: the default folder in which the databases will be stored. This folder
already contains some sample databases that are used by tutorials and help
documents, in particular ORDERS.db (with tables CUSTOMER, PRODUCT,
CUSTORDER and DETAIL) and its French version CLICOM.db.

– Scripts: the default folder in which SQLfast scripts are stored.
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– Output and Files: the default folders in which the external files created and
read by scripts are stored.

– SQLfastHelp_EN: the default folder in which English versions of integrated
help (extension ".help") and tutorial (extension ".tuto") documents are stored.
The French versions are stored in folder SQLfastHelp_FR. The choice of either
source folder is set in initialization file SQLfast.ini, through parameter helpDi-
rectory.

– SQLfast.ini: the SQLfast initialization file. It provides the initial values for
SQLfast parameters and system variables. Most of these values can be dynam-
ically modified by scripts.

The other files and folders are required by SQLfast but can be ignored at this stage.

2. Starting SQLfast
We double-click on SQLfast.exe in folder SQLfast or on its shortcut. The two
standard windows of the graphical interface open  (Figure 2) :

– SQLfast main window: This window will allow us to execute various opera-
tions. It also comprises a text area - called script area - in which we will write
SQL queries and SQLfast scripts.

– SQLfast output window: The result of SQL scripts will be displayed in this
window. We will also find in the text area various messages and informations
on the way scripts have been executed.

The position and size of these windows can be adjusted.

Remark
The top right label of the main window must show Expert. Otherwise, we change
the level by clicking on this label and selecting the appropriate level.

3. The main window
From top to bottom: the menu bar, names of the script directory and of the current
script, action buttons and the script area.

The menu mainly offers functions to manage sessions, databases and scripts, as
well as a collection of help documents. At the right of the menu, the level button. 

Then, two identification fields for scripts:
– Script directory: default script folder; updated when the current script folder is

changed.  
– Script: name of the local script if it has been stored on disk.
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Figure 2 - The standard windows of SQLfast interface at the Expert Level

The action buttons provide a quick access to frequent functions: 
– Select script: select a script and load it in the script area; this script becomes

the local script;
– Run script: execute the local script;  
– Select & Run: select a script and execute it; the contents of the script area is not

modified; 
– Run next: incremental execution of the local script; same as button "Run" of

the Basic Level;  
– Clear: empty the script area;  
– Renumber: renumber the lines of the script area;  
– Save: save the current version of the local script;  
– Save as: save the current version of the local script in a new .sql file;  
– Transfer: copy the contents of the script area in the output window; 
– Quit  

 
The functions of the main window are described in more detail in help document
SQLfast environment, available in menu Help > SQLfast references > SQLfast
environment.
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4. The output window

This window is identical to that of the Basic Level. Buttons Transfer and Run have
the same function as those of the help window: copying in the script area (Transfer)
and executing (Run) the lines selected of the output window.

5. Querying a database

The standard SQLfast distribution includes, in folder Databases, some sample data-
bases, included ORDERS.db.

To consult its contents, we must first open it with SQLfast command openDB. So,
we write the following statement in the script area:

openDB ORDERS.db;

Then, we write an SQL query:

select * from CUSTOMER where City = 'Poitiers';

Finally, we close the database:

closeDB;

The script area now contains a complete SQLfast script (Figure 3):

openDB ORDERS.db;
  select * from CUSTOMER where City = 'Poitiers';
closeDB;

Figure 3 -  SQLfast script that consults table CUSTOMER of database ORDERS.db
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To execute this local script, we click on button Run script. The result appears in the
output window (Figure 4).

Figure 4 - Result of the consultation of table CUSTOMER

Comments

The current contents of the script area is called the local script, as opposed to the
external scripts that are stored in folder Scripts. It can be entered manually, as
we did, loaded from a script file or copied from the output window or from a
help or tutorial document.
Button Run script executes the local script. We will explore later the other
execution buttons, Select & Run and Run next.
Button Renum assigns sequence numbers to the lines of the script area. They
may be useful to identify errors occurring during script execution.

6. Saving the current script (button Save-as)

We save the local script by clicking on button Save as. A file saving box appears,
showing the contents of the current script folder (SQLfast/Scripts, Figure 5). We
give this script the name Consult-CUSTOMER. A new file named Consult-
CUSTOMER.sql appears in this folder.

7. Selecting a script file (button Select script)

We empty the script area by clicking on button Clear of the main window. 
By clicking on button Select script, we open a file selection box that, by default,

shows the contents of folder SQLfast/Scripts. We select file Consult-CUSTOMER.sql
that we just created. 
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Figure 5 -  Creating a script file from the local script 

The script of this file now appears in the script area and becomes the local script. It
can be executed (Run script), manually modified, saved (Save or Save-as) and
deleted (Clear) from the script area.

8. Direct execution of a script (button Select & Run)
This execution mode allows the selection and execution of a script without loading
it first in the script area, so that the letter is not modified. 

To illustrate this function, we first load script Consult-CUSTOMER.sql
(Select script) and we execute it (Run script). We get the result shown in Figure 4.

Now, we execute (Select & Run) one of the scripts named "UTIL-SELECT-param-
eters-...sql" that appear in Figure 5. Let us select 

UTIL-SELECT-parameters-for-CSV1.sql

Apparently, nothing happened. However, if we execute the local script again
(Run script), we get a quite different result:

CustID;Name;Address;City;Cat;Account
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"B112";"HANSENNE";"23, r. Dumont";"Poitiers";"C1";"1250"
"F010";"TOUSSAINT";"5, r. Godefroid";"Poitiers";"C1";"0"
"C400";"FERARD";"65, r. du Tertre";"Poitiers";"B2";"350"

The format of these data is a widespread exchange format commonly used by
spreadsheets, csv (comma-separated values). 

We save this result in a file by clicking on button Save of the output window. We
call it Poitiers.csv. It is automatically saved in folder SQLfast/Output. We double-
click on its name in this folder and we get an Excel or Open Office Calc spreadsheet
showing the data produced by the SQL select query.

If this opening tentative fails, we try the second csv format, UTIL-SELECT-param-
eters-for-CSV2.sql. These formats just differ on the separator symbol, comma or
semi-colon.

It is quite easy to automate the complete process but this is another story, which
will be told in tutorial Help > Survival guide.  

The other formatting scripts UTIL-SELECT-parameters... will generate the data in
different popular format: HTML, JSON, LateX, RTF, XML, etc., that the reader is
invited to explore. 

Important note: to reset SQLfast in its original state, it is recommended to execute
the script defining the standard tabular format, UTIL-SELECT-parameters-
standard-1.sql, otherwise all the following results will also be in csv format!

9. Managing script errors
Let us consider the following script, that we enter in the script area:

openDB ORDERS.db;
  ask City;
  display Customers living in $City$;
  select CustID,Name,Address from CUSTOMER
  where  City = '$City$'; 
closeDB;

Its goal is to display the data of the customers of a city specified by the user through
a small dialogue box created by statement ask.

In this box, the user enters the name of a city then clicks on button OK, so that the
value entered is stored in variable City.

The script first prints a title that includes the name of this city (expression $City$
is replaced by the value of variable City before printing) then displays the data of the
customers in this city. 

At this stage, there is no need to understand the detail of these statements. They
will be described in tutorial Survival guide available through menu Help.

However, this script includes an error: display is not an SQLfast statement. The
script writer probably intended to use valid statement write.

Of course, this error is detected when we click on button Run script, through
three complementary reactions we already have observed at the Basic Level : 
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– a message box pops up, showing a description of the error,
– this description is also written in the output window,
– the faulty statement is red colored in the script area (Figure 6). 

Figure 6 -  An error has been detected when executing the local script

The error message comprises five informations:
1. the nature of the error: "Unrecognized statement",
2. the faulty statement: "print Customers living in $City$",
3. the script where the error occurred: "local script",
4. the line number of the faulty statement: "[3]",
5. how SQLfast reacted: "Script execution aborted".

We fix this error and we execute the script to check that everything is OK.

10.Main and secondary script
Un script can ask for the execution of another script through statement execSQL.
Let us enter the following statements in the script area:

-- Main script
openDB ORDERS.db;
  execSQL Ask-city.sql;
  execSQL Search-customers.sql;
closeDB;

The first line is not a statement but a mere comment that will be ignored during the
execution. Each statement execSQL specifies an external script to be executed. Of
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course, they fail because these two scripts, Ask-city.sql and Search-
customers.sql, do not exist yet.1 

We will create them. First, we save the current local script (Save as) in a file
called Main.sql (this name comes from the fact that this script is the principal one,
that is not called - i.e., executed - from any other script) then we empty the script
area (Clear). 

Now we can write the two missing scripts. Since their execution is asked for by
another script, they will be qualified secondary.  

Let us introduce the following statement + comment:

-- Secondary script: collect a city name
ask city = Name of a city[!select distinct City
                           from   Customer];

... that we save (Save as) with name Ask-city.sql.

This statement opens a data entry box through which the user is invited to select a
city name among those extracted from the database (select distinct City from
Customer). This powerful form will be discussed in tutorial Survival guide.

Then, we write a second secondary script that we save with the name Search-
customers.sql. It comprises the following statements:

-- Secondary script: display customer data
execSQL Print-title.sql;
select CustID,Name,Address
from   CUSTOMER where City = '$city$';

This calls still another secondary script, Print-title.sql. We create it with the
following contents:

-- Secondary script: print the title
write Customers living in $city$;

To sum up the whole affair, we have created four scripts that will execute according
to the following hierarchy:

Main.sql
     |
     +--> Ask-city.sql
     |
     +--> Search-customers.sql
               |
               +--> Print-title.sql

Now, we execute script Main.sql with button Select & run. The result is just what we
expected.

1. Actually, they may exist already. In such case, just delete these script before proceeding.
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11. Errors in a secondary script
Now, we introduce an error in secondary script Print-title.sql by replacing write,
the correct verb, by display, unknown in SQLfast

-- Secondary script: print the title
display Customer living in $city$;

We execute the main script again and we observe the error message that pops up
(Figure 7).

Figure 7 - Cascaded description of an error that occurred in a secondary script

The identification and the localization of the error is a bit more complex than when
it occurs in the local script. The description informs us that (when we read the lines
bottom up):

– the error occurred in script Print-title.sql, at line [2], in statement display
Customers...

– this script was called by script Search-customers.sql at line [2], through state-
ment execSQL Print-title.sql

– script Search-customers.sql itself was called by script Main.sql at line [4],
through statement  execSQL Search-customers.sql.

Comment
If an error occurs before the faulty script had the opportunity to close the data-
base it works on, this database may stay opened. This event depends on the
automatic database closing mode, as defined by parameter autoCloseDB. 
In such a case, it may be useful to force close it through menu Database > Close
database to avoid further errors due to attempting to open a database already
opened: DB cannot be opened (a DB is already opened).
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12.Step by step execution of a script (button Run next)

This function is that of button Run of the Basic Level.  Therefore, when a series of
statements from the script area have been executed (successfully), they are disabled
so that clicking on button Run next again will ignore them. To show this status, they
are blue colored. Disabled statements can be enabled again through menu Scripts >
Unlock.

In addition, contrary to Run script and Select & Run modes, the database is not
automatically closed when the execution completes. When the work through
successive Run next steps is finished, we can close de database either with state-
ment closeDB or via menu Database > Close database. 

Comments

– The step by step execution is particularly useful to experiment and to develop
scripts incrementally, as described in the tutorial of the Basic Level. If we mix
the different execution modes, we must take into account the fact that some of
them automatically close a database left opened (Run script or Select & Run),
while the other (Run next) does not.

– Execution mode Run script can always be used, whatever the color of state-
ments.

– There is a small but subtile difference between Run at the Basic Level and
Run next at the Expert Level. The Basic Level applies the autocommit mode
(each individual modification query is automatically committed) while the
commit mode at the Expert Level is specified by parameter commitmode
(value autocommit or transaction) in initialization file SQLfast.ini.

– Quitting SQLfast automatically closes the database left opened.

13.  A last button of the main window: Transfer

Button Transfer copies the contents of the script area in the output window. This can
be used to prepare a document that alternates script models with the result of their
execution, for example to create a tutorial (see Figure 8 for example). 

14.How to process errors in a script

We have seen that the detection of an execution error translates into various reac-
tions, the last of which being the termination of the script.

This standard behavior can be modified from within a script with statement
onError, which dictates what to do when an error occurs.

– onError stop defines the standard reaction observed so far: the script stops.
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– onError continue asks the SQLfast engine to continue its execution even if
some data may be corrupted.

Figure 8 - Transferring the contents of the main window to the output window

In continue mode, the execution state of the last statement can be analyzed
through a set of system variables:

– Error, when something went wrong, 
– SQLdiag, for SQL queries, 
– FILEdiag, for file manipulation statements,
– WEBdiag, for web operations and 
– EXTENDEDdiag, a common variable that provides more detail on error condi-

tions. 
It is up to the script to analyze error situations and to cope with them in an appro-
priate way. 

Tutorial Help > Survival guide gives more detail as well as examples on the use
of these variables.

The output window use a color code to indicate the nature and severity of
messages:
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– black, output lines written by queries and scripts.
– blue, standard messages related to session and script execution.
– red, messages describing critical errors that occurred during the execution of a

query or a script. The execution of the script stops.
– green, non critical and warning messages. Script execution is not interrupted.

Examples: attempting to close a database already closed, unknown command
or missing image in a tutorial document.

15.The Schema window
Like at the Basic Level, a schema window can be opened, showing either a summary
of the schema of a database (Summary mode) or its extended SQL-DDL code (Full
schema mode). Contrary to the Basic Level, there is no current database. The
schema window is opened via menu Database > Show DB schema, which proposes
a list of available databases. 

16.The Data windows
Like in Basic Level, data windows can be opened to show the contents of selected
tables of a database. Since there is no current database, they must be opened through
menu Database > Show DB data, which proposes a list of available databases. 

It is no longer allowed to modify data through this graphical interface to avoid
consistency problems with the database concurrently opened and modified by
scripts. Data update must be performed by SQL queries insert, update and
delete. As a consequence, buttons Insert, Update and Delete have been removed. 

An important difference with the Basic Level is that data and schema modifica-
tions executed by scripts are not propagated to data windows any longer. Hence a
new button that appears in the control box, Refresh windows, whose role is to show
the current state of the tables shown in the selected data windows.

Now, the control box comprises three buttons (Figure 9):
– Select tables, select the tables to display, 
– Refresh windows, refresh the contents of the data windows, 
– Close all, close all data windows and control box.

Figure 9 - Control box of the data windows at the Expert Level
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17.How to go further
This document is a shallow introduction to some aspects of the SQLfast interface at
the Expert Level. To go further, we suggest the following four sources.

a) Integrated reference documents
Technical detail on the interface of the Expert Level and on SQLfast languages is
available in a series of integrated documents that can be opened through menu Help
> SQLfast references. Three documents have been integrated so far:

– SQLfast environment: in-depth description of the functions of the SQLfast
graphical interface 

– SQLfast commands: synthesis of the SQLfast programming language
– SQLtuto language: description of SQLtuto, the language used to develop inte-

grated tutorials

b) Script models portfolio (Survival guide)
The tutorial entitled Survival guide (menu Help > Survival guide) proposes about
fifty code fragments that translate typical problems that SQLfast programmers will
encounter when developing small or large SQLfast applications: create a database,
modify data, using SQLfast variables, programming control structures (conditional
statements, loops, procedures), file processing, web access, text generation, time
processing, and much more. 

These code models are documented and most of them are ready to execute from
within the tutorial.

c) The SQLfast manual
The didactic support of the Basic Level is made up, on the one hand, of French refer-
ence book Bases de données - Concepts, utilisation et dévelopment (J-L Hainaut, 4e
édition, Dunod, 2018), and, on the other hand, of a series of integrated tutorials
derived from Chapters 6, 7, 8 and 9 of this reference book. These integrated tutorials
are available in English (at least some of them) and in French. This support mainly
concerns mastering database concepts and the SQL language through SQL exer-
cises.

The didactic support of the Expert Level extends that of the Basic Level by
introducing users (students, teachers, casual programmers) to the SQLfast language
and to database programming.

The main resource is the 26 chapters of the SQLfast manual (SQLfast-
manual.pdf). This book addresses in a progressive and pedagogic way important
database programming mechanisms and their application. It is available on the
SQLfast website:

https://staff.info.unamur.be/dbm/Documents/Tutorials/SQLfast/SQLfast-Manual.pdf
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d) Integrated tutorials
The Help menu offers a section named Tutorials. It opened a file selection box
showing a series of tutorials (files *.tuto), each of them extracted from a chapter of
the SQLfast manual mentionned above.

The main differences between these two formats (pdf vs tuto) is that the inte-
grated version is always available when SQLfast is running, it allows internal and
external navigation and the SQLfast code it includes is executable.

18.Some general remarks

18.1 How to write an SQLfast script
We can use, as we did it so far, the SQLfast main window as an elementary text
editor to write small scripts. However, it will not be appropriate to the development
of more complex script. 
Some suggestions: Notepad or Wordpad on Windows platforms, or, better,
Notepad++ (https://notepad-plus-plus.org), all the more so as it can be customized
for SQLfast syntax.

18.2 Style of SQLfast windows
In accordance with the behavior of Tkinter, the graphical toolbox with which
SQLfast has been developed, windows and dialog boxes comply with the style of the
platform on which SQLfast is running. Consequently, their appearance might
slightly differ from that of the figures of SQLfast documents.

18.3 Why are data windows not automatically updated?
(This section should be reserved for expert readers, who want to learn
technical detail about SQLfast behavior)

When running at the Basic Level, SQLfast relies on a current database which is the
unique source for three processors: the SQLfast engine, that executes queries, the
Schema window processor, that displays the schema of the database and the Data
windows processor, that displays the rows of selected tables. When the current data-
base opens, through button Open DB, SQLfast creates a connection that will be
shared by these three processors. When the database schema or the data are modi-
fied, the modification is automatically propagated to the schema and data windows,
which is quite nice to learn how the DBMS manages interconnected data. In addi-
tion, as soon as a data modification has been executed, SQLfast executes an implicit
commit, so that the modification is confirmed and made permanent (if a system
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crash occurs, the new version of the data is preserved). This behavior is called
autocommit mode.

When running at the Expert Level, there is no current database, but each of these
three processors creates its own connection, and therefore can open a different data-
base. This is fine, until these processors open the same database. The script executes
data modification in a transaction, that is, a sequence of operations during the
execution of which the state of the database is protected from external interactions,
notably by the other processors. Conversely, the Schema and Data window proces-
sors cannot read the new data until the transaction terminates, with a commitDB or
an abortDB statement. This may create consistency problems among the different
windows. The way SQLfast addresses this problem is to discard the synchronization
rule of the Basic Level. When a script modifies the schema or the data of a database,
these modifications are not propagated to the other processors. Instead, refreshing
the Schema and Data windows must be performed manually, by reopening the
Schema window and by clicking on button Refresh windows in the control box.

18.4 What if SQLfast crashes?
(This section should be reserved for expert readers, who want to learn
technical detail about SQLfast behavior)

SQLfast has been developed carefully and tested for several years, but it is in
constant evolution and, as any human construction, it may fails. So, what to do if
SQLfast crashes?

The software is made up of several components. The first one, named
SQLfast.exe, is responsible for the graphical interface at the Basic and Expert
Levels. It controls the main window and its companion windows (Output, Schema,
Data) and is in charge of executing their fonctions. SQLfast uses the services of
several secondary components (mainly Python modules), the most important of
which is the SQL engine, which executes SQLfast scripts and queries. If a system
error occurs, two cases must be considered:

– The error occurs in the main component, SQLfast.exe. SQLfast stops and the
error is reported in file SQLfast.exe.log, created in standard folder SQLfast.

– The error occurs in a secondary component. The error also is reported in file
SQLfast.exe.log, but SQLfast continues its execution.

So, what to do when an error occurs? Just send me the contents of file
SQLfast.exe.log, together with the detail of the conditions in which this error
occurred.


